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Why this yellow ribbon?



Summary

A new vision of energy

The key questions

Community power, why? how?

Examples for learning

Energ-ETHIC Democracy



What we want?

A new vision of energy systems where:

 Energy as a common

 Person as producer/user of energy: 

 PROD-USER (not pro-sumer!!!)

 Democratic energy system: people 
centered, based on persons and communities



A new energy vision

Energy system Dominant sXX Possible sXXI

Energy Resource/merchandise common

Access to energy According to income Guaranteed

Person Consumer Producer/user

Technology Centralized Distributed

Decision A minority (technocracy) Society (democracy)



Amory B. Lovins
published (1976) a 
key book where he 
questions the current 
energy vision and 
raises a new vision



The energy problem

Lovins rises 3 key questions:

How much energy we need to live 
with dignity?

Which kind of technology is 
necessary to use?

Who has to control the energy 
systems?



Who is in control?
The Lovins’ answer to the 3rd question on  

control:

It is necessary to create decentralized energy 

systems:

Using renewable energy

Owned by the community that manages and 

uses them

To make possible the democratic control at 
local level



www.smud.org

http://www.smud.org


www.ews-schonau.de

http://www.ews-schonau.de


Pujalt, Alta Anoia, Barcelona, May 6th., 2018: Living from the air 

1st Community based wind project in Catalonia, 

in Spain and in the Southern Europe

Launched in March 2009

Mar. 2012: start authorization process

Apr. 2016: Catalan gov. authorized the project

Nov. 2017: start installation work

Jan. 2018: connection to the grid

Mar. 2018: start operation



Why Community power in Spain?
All wind projects in Spain are owned by 

utilities or big commercial companies
Iberdrola 24,15 %

Acciona Energía 18,48 %

EDP Renovables 9,88 %

ENEL Green Power España 6,48 %

Gas Natural Fenosa Renovables 5,26 %

Eolia Renovables 2,29 %

Saeta Yield 2,22 %

Vapat 2,04 %

RWE 1,92 %

Olivento 1,82 %

Enerfin 1,69 %

Viesgo 1,65 %

Bora Wind 1,43 %

Medwind 1,07 %

Others 19,62 %



Why Community power in Spain?
 To show that in the Spanish context of RE (stagnant or 

retrograde) it’s possible to develop a wind project based on 
a community approach (without FIT, bank loans, big 
utilities, big investors, etc., only based on people’s power)
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How it has been possible?

People involved in the project were 
founders of Ecotècnia Wind Coop in 
the eighties



• Learning from solar community projects developed in 

Spain when FIT was existing

How it has been possible?



How it has been possible?







How it has been possible?

1974: Tvind schools asked themselves what to 

do in front of the oil crisis 

1975: beginning of the works

1978: start of operation

900 kW







Why Community energy?
 It creates local dialogue and acceptance

 It raises public awareness

 It solves problems and conflicts

 It demands less transmission lines and saves electricity

 It is private investment promoting cheaper and better 
technologies

 It is DEMOCRATIC

 It makes sustainable development understandable

 It gives people opportunity to act for sustainable 
development
 Generating clean energy & reducing CO2 emissions







England

Ontario

Academy for a better world, Brahma Kumaris, Mt Abu, India



Community energy

Community energy requires:

Balanced playing field (fair regulation)

Equal access to capital and financing,

Self-organization and good community management 

Education and empowerment to people in the 
community so they recognise their opportunities to 
become active in the energy system (interaction 
between people and between them and the networks)



Community energy

Opens the door to build a democratic 
energ-ETHIC system

Empowering individuals and communities

social appropriation of technologies 

Using renewable energy sources

Taking advantage of their capture, conversion 
and use

Sharing locally the wealth generated

Combining, at local level, technological opportunities 
with economic opportunities



Community energy

Principles in which a democratic
energ-ETHIC system should be 
based:

1. Reducing energy needs (efficiency)

2. Free of fire (no fossil fuels)

3. Flexibility (two way flow)

4. Local control (local decision making)

5. Equitable access (technologies, networks)



Community energy

Energy democracy has the ability to 
create a fair and equitable energy 
economy 

where energy prices are transparent and 
effective in terms of cost,

where there is no cross-subsidization from one 
part of the system to another part thereof



Community energy

Every community has the opportunity to be 
the owner of a renewable energy project

Communities of locality 

are made up of people living in a certain geographical area, 
be it a small village, a county, or a densely populated city 

Communities of interest

are comprised of individuals living in many different 
communities of locality that nevertheless share a common 
interest 



Thank You


